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BASIC ASSEMBLAGES OF GEOLOGIC UNITS IN THE VENUS NORTHERN HEMISPHERE; J. W. 
Head, Dept. Geological Sciences, Brown University, Providence, R. 1. 02912 

The Venera 15/16 missions provided altimetry and high resolution images of the northern 20% of 
the surface of Venus and this complemented moderate resolution altimetry coverage and permitted 
the detailed geologic mapping and analysis1 of a portion of Venus previously viewed at lower 
resolution by Pioneer Venus. The detailed geologic map1 (Fig. 1) outlines the distribution of geologic 
units, tectonic structure, and the distribution of craters of impact origin, permitting an estimate of 
the average age of the mapped area of about one billion yearsl. Approximately 70 percent of the 
mapped area is dominated by plains of apparent volcanic origin, while units of tectonic origin make up 
less than 30 percent. Examination of the distribution of geologic units shows that they do not occur 
randomly. On the basis of the areal distribution of geologic units, six basic assemblages can be 
defined (Fig. I ) ,  where an assemblage is a region of the planet characterized by the dominance of 
single types of units (for example, different plains units), or the association of several units (for 
example, plains and corona), in a manner different than adjacent terrain. 

The six assemblages are characterized by distinctive and differing geological and tectonic styles 
as follows: Plains Assemblaae- dominated by lowland smooth plains and lowland rolling plains 
interpreted to be of volcanic origin; plains-Corona Assemblaae- dominated by lowland smooth plains 
and lowland rolling plains interpreted to be of volcanic origin, at least ten coronae structures 
concentrated in the northern half of the region, and at least five large volcanoes, generally 
concentrated in the southern and western half of the regio; plains-Ridae Belt Assemblaae- dominated 
by lowland smooth plains and lesser amounts of lowland rolling plains, major occurrences of ridge 
belts, and very minor and patchy occurrences of tessera; Ws-Corona-Tessera Assemblaggi- 
dominated by approximately equal amounts of lowland smooth plains and lowland rolling plains, at 
least five coronae concentrated in the northern part of the region, a small number of volcanoes, also 
in the the northern part of the region, and numerous small patches of tessera scattered throughout 
the region; Tessera-Ridae Relt Assemblaaa- dominated by a few large patches (Fortuna, Laima, 
Tellus) and several smaller patches (Dekla, Meni) of tessera, ridge belts generally arrayed in an 
angular and often orthogonal pattern different than the fan-shaped pattern of the Plains-Ridge Belt 
Assemblage, lowland rolling plains and lesser amounts of lowland smooth plains, and an upland rise 
(Bell Regio); Tessera-Mountain Belt Assemblaae- centered on the two volcanoes Colette and 
Sacajawea in Lakshmi Planum, and characterized by surrounding terrain types of mountain 
beltltessera pairs, with the tessera on the outboard side: Danu (S), Akna (W), Freyja (N), and 
Maxwell Montes (E). 

These assemblages show that the dominant surface geological processes differ markedly from 
region to region on Venus and that the assemblages can be characterized in a tectonic sense as having 
been formed by either predominantly horizontally directed deformational forces (Plains-Ridge Belt; 
Tessera-Mountina Belt) or predominantly vertically directed deformational forces (coronae and 
domal uplifts in the Plains-Corona and Plains-Corona-Tessera assemblages). These characteristics 
and relationships indicate that the tectonic style of ~ e n u s 2  is not dominated by one style of activity, 
movement, or deformation, but contains elements of several styles. These include: 1) thermal uplift 
and vertical motion possibly related to hot spots or mantle plumes at several different scales3 as 
seen in the domal uplifts, coronae, and volcanoes; 2) regional lateral motion including extension and 
compression at a range of scales4 as seen in the ridge belts, rifis, mountain belts, and in the more 
highly deformed tessera, and 3) gravitational relaxation5 as seen in local areas around coronae and 
possibly in the tessera. 

The Tessera-Mountain Belt Assemblage has the highest crater density, and the Plains-Ridge Belt 
Assemblage the lowest. Some assemblages may be related to each other in terms of tectonic style 
and deformation. The detailed origin and relationships of the assemblages is unclear, however, 
primarily because there is at present no concensus on the origin of several of the major geologic 
units (e.g., ridge belts, tessera). Additional insight into the significance and lateral extent of these 
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assemblages will come from linking analyses of the equatorial region6 to the characteristics of the 
northern mid-to-high latitudes and from the high resolution global coverage of the Magellan mission. 
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Figure 1. Geologic/morphologic map of the Venera 1511 6 region1 with Assemblage boundaries 
marked by superposed heavy black lines. 1 (lowland smooth plains); 2 (lowland rolling plains); 
3 (highland plains); 4 (mountain belts); 5 (ridge belts); 6 (tesserae); 7 (dome uplifts); 
8 (volcanoes); 9 (coronae); 10 (faults); 11 (impact craters); 12 (arachnoids). 
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